
BUILDING EFFECTIVE VISIBILITY AND NAME RECOGNITION
Name recognition and campaign visibility are essential aspects of campaigning, but how do you build
name recognition effectively, and where does visibility have its place on the campaign?

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT VISIBILITY AND NAME RECOGNITION
Campaigns o�en mistake visibility and name recognition as the pathway to victory. However:
Yard signs donʼt vote.

IMPACT OF VISIBILITIES
Visibility and name recognition can be helpful when building on top of other campaign tactics. Direct
mail and direct voter contact are based on your specific targeted voters who are likely to vote.
Visibility does touch those voters, but it doesnʼt capture data on who or how many voters saw your
signs or their reaction, the way direct voter contact does.

Visibility is effective when focused on early voting or election day. Generally, it should not be
prioritized over other contact efforts, especially given the costs of signs; if you are between paying for
another round of yard signs or another flight of mail or paid canvassers, it's best to pick the option
that reaches voters directly.

YARD SIGN WARS
Yard sign wars between campaigns are costly and waste time. If you find your opponent starting to
engage in this tactic, itʼs best to ignore the situation. Yard sign wars between candidates take time
and resources away from direct voter contact, and while it may feel personal and upsetting to your
campaign, voters will not be aware of the situation. Focus on what works best, direct voter contact.

EFFECTIVE VISIBILITY AND NAME RECOGNITION
Visibility is most effective when building off of a direct voter contact program. When campaigns rely
solely on visibility and name recognition, the average voterʼs reaction is more likely to be “who is
that?” However, when you build name recognition on top of a voter contact program, the
conversation is reframed to “thereʼs a sign for the candidate!”

When building your name recognition, think about the two main groups that visibility touches: your
voters and the general public.

★ Your Voters: Visibility from your campaign serves as a good reminder, a reinforcement, and
gives the campaign a strong appearance.

★ General Public: Visibility from this perspective o�en goes one of three ways. First, they may
not notice. Second, they may not vote for you regardless. Third, they may not be in your
universe and voting for the top of the ticket, and your visibility may just be a reminder.
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BEST AND CREATIVE PRACTICES
Yard Signs

● Yard signs work best in your supporterʼs lawns. As your canvassing progresses, add a yard sign
question to your script, but be sure to ask strong supporters. Asking undecided voters can
come across as abrasive or discerning.

○ Yard signs are most valuable in yards; they demonstrate real community buy-in.

● Yard signs can be impactful in key businesses in your communities. Larger companies may
not allow yard signs, but local businesses may. The best place to start is local businesses you
frequent.

● Think strategically about where your campaign puts yard signs in the district. Yard signs are
o�en deployed around significant intersections and roads, but itʼs essential to make sure itʼs
on a street with pedestrian or traffic where people will see the signs if they are in a car.

● Host a Yard Sign Pick Up: Host a high-energy yard sign pick-up event instead of dispersing
yard signs. Reach out to your neighbors and people who have asked for yard signs, and use
the event to recruit volunteers for your campaign or ask people to host a meet and greet.

● Ask for Pictures: Ask your supporters to take a picture of their yard sign and post about it! This
organic social media support will be helpful. If they send you pictures, ask if you can use them
on the campaign trail.

Sign Waving
Sign waving is best utilized around big early voting days and election days.

● Sign waving too early is not effective. Most people wonʼt remember a name they saw three
months ago, so itʼs best to direct volunteers  towards direct voter contact if you have capacity.

● Sign waving during big early voting days is helpful in letting voters know that polls are open.
Good practice for early voting sign waving is to hold one campaign sign and another sign that
says “vote today!”

● Sign waving on election day can be high energy and fun for your volunteers. Scheduling sign
waving shi�s for volunteers is a great last push and can provide a path for your campaign to
engage volunteers who signed up to volunteer, but didnʼt follow through on canvassing or
phone banking. While some people may not want to knock on doors, asking people to join
you for sign waving may be easier and a fun way to include more people on election day.


